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Abstract. Many studies on distance perception in a virtual environment exist.
Most of them were conducted using head-mounted displays (HMD) and less
with large screen displays such as CAVE systems. In this paper, we propose to
measure the accuracy of perceived distances in a virtual space ranging from 0 to
15 m in a CAVE system compared to an HMD. Eight subjects with different
vision performances took part in an experiment. Results show that the HMD
provides the best results for distances above 8 m while the CAVE provides the
best results for close distances.
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1 Introduction
Since a couple of years, Virtual Reality (VR) is more and more used in several domains
some of which are: health industry (to treat phobias or in surgeon simulation), entertainment (video games, advertisement, tele-immersion), automotive and aerospace
industries (driving simulations, numerical layouts visualization and virtual prototyping), preservation of culture heritage (historical places and old building reconstruction),
scientiﬁc visualization (meteorology, architecture, urbanism), and in dangerous business sectors like chemical or nuclear industries.
The goal of VR technologies is to get a perceptual approximation of future environments that is as close as possible to reality, so that rapid comparison and iteration
can be performed before concretization of the products or the services. However, when
using VR systems, a problem arises. Past work showed that distances are misperceived
in virtual environments; more precisely, they are underestimated [17].

In this paper, we propose to study the accuracy of two VR display systems in
restituting distances. Though most of past work conducted studies with HMDs, we
propose here to compare between a CAVE system and an HMD. We measure the
standard deviation between the distance of a virtual object as supposed by observers
and the real distance, called here a reference distance. We investigate how this deviation evolves with the distance for each of the VR systems.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present a literature review
on previous work dealing with distance estimation, then in Sect. 3, we present the user
study we made comparing a CAVE system and an HMD. We then expose the results
and discuss them.

2 Previous Work
2.1

Distance Estimation

To ﬁnd the spatial position of a virtual object, our visual system relies on the distance
and on depth indicators available within a virtual scene. Ten depth indicators are
usually available: binocular disparity, adjustment, convergence, motion parallax, aerial
and linear perspective [9], occlusion, size of the ﬁeld of view, shadows and textures [7].
For both the real and the virtual environments, distances always influence these depth
indicators.
Numerous past studies showed that estimated distances in virtual environments are
compressed (underestimated) [14, 17, 27], with the underestimation increasing with the
distance [2]. Whereas in real environments, distance estimation is fairly accurate [26].
The reasons for this phenomenon are multiple and different.
Past studies reported the display system to have the most signiﬁcant role in the
compression phenomenon, and not the image quality, as previously thought [24].
Among the factors contributing to the limitation of the display system, we mention: the
vergence - accommodation conflict, the image quality, the light and dimension of the
ﬁeld of view (FOV), motion parallax.
In a real environment, vergence and accommodation will target the same point. In a
virtual environment, on the contrary, vergence and accommodation will dissociate in
two different points. This well-known vergence - accommodation conflict results in
headaches after a long period of use [8].
The importance of the FOV in distance estimation has been widely studied in
previous studies. Especially these have shown that the size of the FOV in a real
environment is decisive in distance estimation. For example, a vertically limited FOV
(21° or less) leads to an underestimation in a real environment [29] and to the
degradation of some distance indicators (linear perspective and relative dimension)
[28]. However, in an HMD, it has been shown that for medium distances (from 2 to
15 m) a vertically limited FOV does not influence the observers’ appreciation
regarding absolute distances estimation [12].
Even though the FOV is not such an important factor in absolute distance estimation, together with others factors (inertia, weight of the HMD), it can contribute to

compression appreciations in virtual environments [25], influencing the observers
perception [19].
Presence is also a source of misperception of distances [23]. Indeed, perceiving
both the real and virtual environments as being different may induce a lack of presence,
which will affect distance perception [10]. Therefore, to reduce the source of compression, the effect of high ﬁdelity of virtual immersive environments has been studied,
showing very good results in absolute distances estimation (around 95%). Also, distance compression can be reduced if those distances are well known (that means
distance underestimation is not necessarily deﬁned by the used technology) [10].
Mohler et al. showed that using a precise avatar instead of an own observer
image/body will lead to a smaller number of errors when absolute distances are estimated [18].
In HMD systems, observers are totally shielded from the real environment.
Whereas these systems allow increased presence and interaction with the virtual world,
past research on absolute distance perception using HMDs showed an important
underestimation (than can be up to 50%) in certain situations (depending on the
immersive systems used, the textures, the quality of the system parameters) [14].
However, recently launched HMDs showed much less severe distance underestimation
[11], as they provide much higher image resolution.
With large screens displays, despite fewer literature, distance estimations are found
to be more accurate compared to HMDs, though distances are still underestimated [6,
21]. Piryankova et al. found similar results but they identiﬁed an effect of stereoscopy
on distance perception [20]. Marsh et al. showed that observers use physical cues, more
speciﬁcally the physical boundaries of the CAVE, to estimate distances, however still
underestimating them [15]. Bruder et al. studied the effect of parallax on distance
perception in a CAVE system [1]. They showed that distance perception is more
accurate when target objects are in front of the screen or at screen-depth.
Dorado et al. presented a study comparing a low cost HMD and a CAVE system to
select the best opera seat [3]. In this study, observers had to select the best seat in an
opera theater from their point of view based on the view to the scene and on auditory
considerations. Results showed that observers’ decisions were not substantially affected
by the display system; however their performance judgment could be affected by the
display factors.
Examples of comparison between a CAVE system and an HMD are still rare in the
literature (most of past work concentrate on one system at a time but do not compare
both of them together). We propose here to ﬁll this gap.
2.2

Evaluation Methods

Several evaluation methods for distance estimation have been used in past work: verbal
estimation, perceptive adjustment or measurement based on motor behaviors (blind
walking, triangulation). However, the choice of the method may influence results [22].
The simplest method to evaluate distance perception is verbal estimation, where
observers stand still within the virtual environment and just estimate the distances
counting certain measurement units or using the size of a virtual object to measure a

speciﬁc distance (for example [20]). Obviously, it is widely accepted that this method is
less accurate than measurements based on motor behavior (action-based metrics) [14].
Another static method based on visual perception is the distance bisection method.
Observers must, using a joystick, ﬁnd the middle point on the distance between them
and the target [16].
Blindfolded walking is an action-based method requiring observers to go to the
target, blindfolded [10, 26]. This method was demonstrated to be useful for distances
below 20 m, otherwise distances were strongly underestimated.
Another action-based method is triangulated walking, where observers have to go
to the target seen before. This method was shown to be well suited for long distances
[4]. Perception adjustment is another motor-based technique to evaluate distances.
Observers estimate distances by moving the target object to the expected right position.
Adjustment is done manually, however recent work proposed a correction algorithm
for HMDs allowing users to maintain the distance perception equal in both the real and
the virtual spaces [30].
Here we select evaluation methods that can comply with the VR systems we want
to use, namely an HMD and a CAVE. Because the CAVE does not allow for large
displacements, we choose the perception adjustment method.

3 User Study
3.1

Problem Deﬁnition

Consider in a virtual environment an object is located at a reference distance Dref to the
observer, the problem is to determine the minimal distances d+ and d− leading to the
detection of differences in the depth (Fig. 1). The distances Dref + d+ and Dref − d− are
the planar coordinates of the object found by the subjects while adjusting their view.
The theoretical objective is to measure d+ and d− for several values of Dref.
Determining d+ and d− will offer a global idea on the smoothness of the space
representation within the virtual environment. Recall that the appreciations on observed
distances are smaller in VR than in the real world and this compression increases with
the distance. Therefore studying d+ and d− will allow understanding this evolution as a
function of the distance.
After several trials, this evolution will be plotted to visualize and compare the
results for both VR systems (HMD and CAVE). This will represent an important
indicator regarding the systems capabilities to offer an accurate measured depth.
3.2

Experimental Conditions

We used a four-sided CAVE system (vertical screens: 2.74  3.00 m; ground screen: 3
 3 m). The images are produced at a 60 Hz frame rate by eight Projection Design F30
video-projectors, two for each screen (one for each eye) with a resolution of 1160 
1050 pixels per side. Passive technology is used for stereoscopy and an ART tracking
system is used to track the subjects.

Fig. 1. Representation of the reference distance Dref, d+ and d− (left) and different values of the
reference distance (right).

Regarding the HMD, we used a VFX 3D HMD that can have a resolution up to
1600  1200 pixels (64 frames/sec). Note that though this HMD does not offer today’s
available HMDs capabilities, it allows to compare more easily with the CAVE as the
image quality is close. No tracking of the subjects were performed to simplify the
setup. A small calibration was made, in order to establish the eye position of each
subject, as past literature showed HMD calibration to have an effect on distance estimation [13].
To interact with the virtual environment, a Flystick is used in the CAVE while a
keyboard is used with the HMD.
To avoid any biases during the experiment, head movements are not allowed either
in the CAVE, either in the HMD, while vergence is accepted. Also, a head support was
designed ensuring the subjects do not use motion parallax during the experiment in the
CAVE. The subjects are therefore asked to put their head on it all along the experiment
in the CAVE. Also, as no tracking is used in the HMD, this support allows reproducing
the same eye position in the CAVE as in the HMD. Figure 2 shows the design of the
head support, where h is the deflection angle, H the eye position, and h the cube
position on the vertical axis. These dimensions are used to calculate the absolute
distance from the subject eyes to the virtual cube displayed in the virtual space. The
deflection angle can be used to calculate the absolute distance when h is a known
parameter. Modifying this variable can also alter the perceived distance for the objects
in the virtual/real environment [5, 19].
The virtual environment is composed of a corridor, with many visual cues
regarding distances (linear perspective, relative size, light, etc.). The environment is
textured to provide more realistic conditions to subjects, however, studying the influence of the textures will be beyond the scope of this paper.
For the experimental study, eight subjects (two women and six men) participated on
a voluntary basis. They were asked to perform with each visualization system distance
estimation for the ﬁve different reference distances shown in Fig. 1 right and 20 times
for each distance. The distances were displayed in a random order. After each series of
tests, the subjects took a small break. The subjects performed the experiment seated.
Before and after the experiment, the subjects had to ﬁll two questionnaires: the ﬁrst
one related to issues and performance of their vision system and to previous experiences in VR, while the second one was related to technical aspects such as immersive
visualization and virtual interaction.

Fig. 2. Variables used to calculate the absolute distance to the cube (left) and position of the
head support (right).

3.3

Experimental Protocol

For each test, the subjects performed the following steps:
1. Preparation: the subject visualizes the target (a blue cube) placed exactly in front
of him (the initial position of the cube) (Fig. 3, left). In order to move the cube, the
subject must press the trigger button of the Flystick (in the CAVE mode) or press
the Space key of a keyboard when the HMD system is used.

Fig. 3. The initial position of the cube in the virtual space (left) and its ﬁnal position (right).
(Color ﬁgure online)

2. Learning: the blue cube is automatically moved instantly from its initial position to
the ﬁnal one (one of the reference distances, Fig. 3, right). The subject sees the cube
position for only two seconds. Then, the cube disappears and reappears at its initial

position. At this point, to facilitate the understanding of the distance between the
start and the end positions, the subject can see the ﬁrst reference distance (Dref.perc)
that is an internal representation of Dref (Dref.perc = f (Dref)) (Fig. 4, left).

Fig. 4. Representation of the internal processes during the learning phase (left), during the
adjustment phase (middle) and after the adjustment phase (right).

3. Adjustment: the subject is asked to reproduce the reference distance as learned in
the previous phase. To set the cube position, the subject can use the grid displayed
on the floor. In order to see much better the grid, the position of the object is set at a
height of 0.5 m from the floor. Using the Flystick in the CAVE or the keyboard for
the HMD, the subject moves the cube toward the ﬁnal position. The supposed ﬁnal
position is validated by pushing the trigger button of the Flystick or twice on the
<Space> key. The adjustment is done when the perceived distance D′perc is equal to
the memorized reference distance (Dref.perc) (Fig. 4, middle). After adjusting the
distance, the subject takes the reproduced distance Dreprod as being equal to Dref
(Dreprod = Dref). More precisely, the perceived distance is equal to the perceived
reference distance Dreprod.perc = Dref.perc. As we propose to characterize the distance
perception by the visual system, we get Dreprod.perc = f (Dreprod). Also, we have f
(Dreprod) = f (Dref), therefore, by simplifying, we have Dreprod = Dref (Fig. 4, right).

Fig. 5. Tests with the HMD (left) and the CAVE system (right).

4. Data recording: all the data from the subjects’ performance are recorded.
Figure 5 shows the two conditions as performed by the subjects.

3.4

Hypothesis

For each test, a standard deviation r is calculated in order to establish the dispersion of
the reproduced distances Dreprod depending on the reference distance Dref. We make the
following hypotheses:
1. the dispersion of the standard deviation is wider in the HMD than in the CAVE
system (Fig. 6), meaning that the CAVE allows more accurate estimations than with
the HMD.

Fig. 6. Evolution of the dispersion for both the CAVE and the HMD systems.

2. the dispersion of the standard deviation as a function of the reference distance
increases following a power law, for example Weber’s law, with the following
relation (Fig. 7):


r Dref ¼ k  Dbref

ð1Þ

Fig. 7. Evolution of the data dispersion depending on Dref for all three values of b.

4 Results
For each subject, the standard deviation r was calculated as follows:


r Dref
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Fig. 8. Repartition of the standard deviation depending on the reference distance for both
immersion systems for each subject.

where N denotes the number of tests. The reproduced distances were grouped
depending on Dref. On the same graph, for each subject, we plotted the results in each
condition (CAVE and HMD). We can therefore ﬁnd which distance indicator globally
influences the accuracy of the perceived distances. Figure 8 shows the results for all
eight subjects. Table 1 summarizes the analysis of the results from Fig. 8.
Table 1. Analysis from Fig. 8
Better precision [m]
Weber law (see Fig. 7)
Subject no. Same precision
Dref,CAVE = Dref,HMD CAVE
HMD
Dref [m]
rCAVE < rHMD rHMD < rCAVE
S1
2, [3…5], [5…7], 10 3, 7
5
NO
Obs.
The unequal repartition of distributed values shows that this subject used the
Fig. 8, a
visual cues in the virtual space, or a distance indicator degradation appeared (a
vergence-accommodation conflict, a relative size, etc.). The curve’s in the HMD
mode shows that the subject did not use the virtual cues for the distances
between 3…10 m
S2
[7…10]
10
2, 3, 5, 7
NO
Obs.
For the farthest distances, the CAVE system seems the most performant; for
Fig. 8, b
distances up to 7 m, the HMD system is more precise. Regarding the curve’s
shapes, with the HMD, it can be observed an important evolution of data
dispersion with the reference distance. For both systems, it can be observed a
positive slope over 3 m that may be caused by some similar factors as for
subject 1
S3
5
2, 3
7, 10
CAVE b > 1
HMD b < 1
Obs.
Contrary to the previous subjects, a good perception appears when distances are
Fig. 8, c
small (2 to 5 m) in the CAVE. With the HMD, the situation is the opposite, all
the good results appear over 5 m
S4
[3…5]
2, 3
5, 7, 10
CAVE b > 1
Obs.
This subject faced a speciﬁc situation: for several distances the deviations are
Fig. 8, d
much smaller than with the other subjects. However, we observe a response bias
at 3 m with the HMD. A possible explanation of this phenomenon is a
degradation of the distance indicators in this zone (for example the vergenceaccommodation conflict)
S5
[7…10]
2, 3, 5, 7
10
NO
Obs.
When studying the values of dispersion with the CAVE, three zones where the
Fig. 8, e
subject perception was strongly affected can be drawn. An explanation can be
the large number of cues in the virtual scene that the subject took involuntarily
into account in the adjustment phase. Another reason can be the same
degradation of the distance indicators
S6
–
–
2, 3, 5, 7, 10 CAVE b > 1
Obs.
Unique situation: when using HMD system, the results are always better than
Fig. 8, f
when using the CAVE system
(continued)

Table 1. (continued)
Subject no. Same precision
Better precision [m]
Weber law (see Fig. 7)
Dref,CAVE = Dref,HMD CAVE
HMD
Dref [m]
rCAVE < rHMD rHMD < rCAVE
S7
–
2, 3, 5, 7, 10 –
HMD b > 1
Obs.
Supposing that the curve’s shape for the CAVE was caused by the vergenceFig. 8, g
accommodation conflict or an increased number of cues within the virtual scene,
it cannot be neglected that the curve’s shape with the HMD respects the
previously enounced theory, despite that the distance deviations are much higher
than with the CAVE system
S8
[7…10]
2, 3, 5, 7
10
CAVE b > 1
Obs.
The curve’s shape for the CAVE corresponds to the hypothesis enounced above.
Fig. 8, h
This means that the dispersion changes in the same way as the distance
(following Webber’s law). For the farthest distances, the precision increased
with the HMD

Figure 9 presents the average standard deviations versus the reference distances.
We conducted a statistical analysis to determine whether the display system had an
influence on distance perception. A t-test did not return a signiﬁcant difference for any
of the reference distances.

Fig. 9. Average standard deviations versus reference distances (for both immersive systems).

5 Discussion and Conclusions
Our goal was to measure the precision of the perceived distances in a 3D virtual
environment displayed in different systems: a CAVE and an HMD. Past research has
assumed that the deviation increases with distances. Excepting few situations, our study
follows these ﬁndings.
For the distance range (5…10 m), dispersion curves respect Weber’s law. The
study of the standard deviation values for each distance range revealed that the dispersion increases with the increase of Dref (especially for closer distances, 2…3 m).
Recalling the ﬁrst hypothesis, it was estimated that the subjects were more precise
in the CAVE system than with the HMD, for any reference distance. Contrary to our
hypothesis, the measurement spectrum is strongly different for each system and for
each subject. For the CAVE system, almost all the subjects were more precise for close
distances (2…3 m and 5…7 m). On the other hand, all the good results for the HMD
are found over 7 m, though it was not signiﬁcantly different.
A possible explanation for incorrect appreciations in the CAVE system can be the
shape, accuracy, dimensions and resolution of all the virtual cues designed in the virtual
space. In the close distances case, the subjects could distinguish the graphical elements
of the cues, and thus their task was more precise. These observations were mentioned
by almost all subjects in their ﬁnal questionnaire. As a second hypothesis, we supposed
that the deviations would increase following a power law, for example Weber’s law
(the subjective discrimination threshold of a stimulus depends linearly on its intensity).
Here, in some cases, Weber’s law was not conﬁrmed. An important reason can be a
degradation in the distance indicators (vergence-accommodation conflict, relative size,
etc.) or an excessive density of some indicators [2]. Finally, it must be mentioned that
each subject has a personal strategy to pass the experiment. Thus, to improve the
results, as a future work, a much higher number of subjects should be part of the
experiment.
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